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Bonneshof Office Center to feature building equipment from YIT in Germany<br /><br />Specialist in building technology and facility services, YIT
Germany GmbH, has been commissioned to fit the Bonneshof Office Center (BOC) in Düsseldorf with technical building equipment, a contract worth over
?7 million. YIT will be installing the heating, air-conditioning, sanitation, ventilation, electrical, control engineering, and sprinkler systems in the five-story
office building located in the Kennedydamm area. The architectural firm RKW Architektur + Städtebau designed the new BOC building as an extension to
the existing Tersteegen office building (TOC).<br />The plans include systems that are both eco-friendly and conserve resources. YIT will be installing a
combined heat and power plant, a hybrid cooling tower, and a highly efficient heat recovery system. A core temperature control system will also be used
to provide energy-efficient, affordable cooling and heating.<br />The boilers boast an output of 460 kW and feed the underfloor heating, while ventilation
is maintained using a variety of systems with a capacity of approximately 30,000 m/h. YIT Germany GmbH will also be installing the complete high and
low-voltage current supply and providing the control engineering systems for the full range of building technology. YIT has also been entrusted to equip
the public areas of the building with around 1,500 sprinklers.<br /><br />For further information, please contact:<br />Barbara Niedermeier, Marketing and
Communications Manager, YIT Germany GmbH, tel. +49 991 3104 287, +49 175 7277064, barbara.niedermeier@yit.de<br />YIT celebrates its 100th
anniversary in 2012. The company was established in the Grand Duchy of Finland in 1912. Today, YIT is a leading European service company in building
systems, construction services and services for industry. Our 26,000 professionals serve customers in 14 countries in the Nordic and Baltic countries,
Russia and Central Europe. We have grown together with our customers and developed our services in line with the changes taking place in different
societies. We intend to continue on that track. Our vision is to lead the way in creating and maintaining good living environments. In 2011, YITs revenue
was approximately EUR 4.4 billion. YITs shares are listed on NASDAQ OMX Helsinki. www.yitgroup.com <br />YIT Germany GmbH is one of
Germanys leading suppliers of technical building equipment across all sectors, facility management, and energy-saving solutions. YIT Germany operates
its own research and development center and sells the KRANTZ KOMPONENTEN brand, technical ventilation solutions, and exhaust air filtration
systems. YIT Germany has 25 branches and around 2,600 employees in Germany.<br /><img src="http://www.pressrelations.de/new/pmcounter.
cfm?n_pinr_=512886" width="1" height="1">
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